EFFECTS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE CAUSED BY LIGHTING TECHNOLOGIES IN BB-PLC SYSTEMS
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ABSTRACT

Powerline communication (PLC) is a promising technology that allows data transmission through electric power distribution networks, with the advantage of using an existing infrastructure, reducing costs in maintenance and installation of telecommunication systems. However, once power systems are not designed specifically for data transmission, it may exhibit limiting electromagnetic interference characteristics for desirable system performance. This paper aims to analyze data rate performance of a Broadband PLC system when operating under conditions of conducted and radiated electromagnetic interference caused by lighting devices. The analyzed data transmission system presented good performance when subject to radiated electromagnetic interference, but was shown to be sensitive to conducted disturbances caused by lighting devices.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The use of telecommunication systems has been growing rapidly in recent decades [1] and, responsively, new technologies and applications arise in the market aiming to meet demands of the sector’s evolution.

The telecommunication systems became an important element in power distribution systems operation using Smart Grids. This type of network is a distribution architecture that allows bi-directional communication, together with the energy flow, among system stakeholders (end user and network, for example) [2]. Such network architecture has been gaining space in the electric sector in recent years, mainly with the technological advances coming from the telecommunication systems.

One of the telecommunications technologies applicable to the systems automation and communication is the data transmission through electric power supply networks, the Powerline Communication (PLC) technology, that brings as main advantage the reduction of operational and installation costs of new telecommunications networks, since an existing infrastructure is used as a means of data transmission. Such advantage provided by the PLC technology becomes a factor of relevance in a project when considering the installation of access networks to telecommunications systems, sector which is responsible for around 50% of all infrastructure investment in the area [1].

PLC technology may be classified into two main categories: Broadband PLC (BB-PLC) and Narrowband PLC (NB-PLC) [2]. The BB-PLC category was initially designed aiming household applications [3], however, documents such as the IEEE 1901-2010 standard [4] and the ITU-T G.9960-2010 recommendation [5] have regulated its use also for applications in public power grids, given its promising characteristics for smart meters and advanced networks control applications, as addressed by [6].

Despite having attractive advantages from the economic and technological point of view, PLC systems may present degradation of their operation for such types of applications, due to electromagnetic interference between devices connected to the power grid [7].

Considering the PLC technology, its operational characteristics and the interest in its applicability to telecommunication systems together with electric power grids, in this article is performed an assessment of the performance of a data transmission system using BB-PLC devices. For this, it is
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considered situations where the BB-PLC system is subject to adverse conditions of electromagnetic interference in a conducted and radiated form, to which it would be exposed under normal conditions of use.

The followings chapters of this article present a brief approach about some existing regulations for BB-PLC systems, in section II, followed by an introduction about the Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) modulation technique, in section III, the tests methodology and description, in section IV, the results and discussions about this study, in section V and, finally, the conclusions are presented in section VI.

II. BB-PLC REGULATION

In order to standardize the technology, researchers and institutions worldwide have been working together in the development of rules and standards that technology must respect, according to the different regions of use, where disturbance limits are established to ensure the electromagnetic compatibility of such devices.

The IEEE 1901-2010 International Standard addresses on broadband devices operating in power networks with a transmission frequency below 100 MHz, focusing on the balanced and efficient use of the communication channel of the power network by all broadband devices classes that use this channel [4].

The ITU-T G.9960-2010 Recommendation specifies system architecture and functionality for all physical layer components of home network transceivers designed for data transmission, including transmission over power grids [5].

In Europe, the EN 55022 Standard applies to the regulation of information technology equipment by specifying limits for spurious signals generated in the frequency range of 9 kHz to 400 GHz for class A and B equipment [8], applying therefore to the certification of electromagnetic compatibility in PLCs.

In United States (US), the FCC part 15 Regulation contains technical specifications for several telecommunications equipment, including devices designed to be used in connection with public power grids [9], such as PLCs.

In Brazil, in order to regulate the technology of data transmission through power grids, the National Telecommunications Agency (ANEEL) published in 2009, the Normative Resolution nº 527, which approves the regulation on use conditions of radio frequencies for broadband systems through electric power grids. [10].

The Normative Resolution nº 527 establishes the technical characteristics necessary for the proper functioning of the broadband device in its specified frequency range, and determines limits of radiation caused by broadband communication systems through electric power grids (BPL) operating at low and medium voltage, as well as exclusion bands, in which such devices may not cause unwanted radiation, since they are frequency bands allocated to the Aeronautical Mobile and Amateur Mobile Service. The ANEEL also provides requirements and test procedures applicable to the BPL equipment certification in Brazil, classified as Category II [11].

The PLCs devices used in this work present a compliance declaration with the specifications for a Class B digital device, according to FCC Part 15, the US regulation cited.

III. OFDM MODULATION

The performance of the data transmission system through power grids is significantly affected by phenomena such as noise, signal attenuation and multipath propagation, characteristics common to power network channels, since they are not specifically designed for data transmission purposes [12], [13].

In some channels of power distribution network, the number of grid interconnections between transmitter and receiver and their load and branch characteristics cause transmission and reflection of signals among transmission line segments. These phenomena lead to the degradation of propagated information [12]. To mitigate the degradations of the transmitted signal, several techniques are employed; one of them is the type of modulation applied to the signal.

The modulation technique widely used in the PLC technology is the OFDM. In this signal modulation method, a high-speed data stream is divided into a parallel low rate data stream, where these information sets are modulated in QPSK (Quadrature Phase Shift Keying) or QAM (Quadrature Amplitude Modulation) using different orthogonal subcarriers in a frequency range [12]. The modulation technique coding, then provides bits in redundancy, in such a way as multiple signals are sent at different frequencies, allowing the receiver to retrieve bits lost due to impulsive noise [14].

The OFDM modulation enables persistent narrow band interference to be easily manipulated by disconnecting their respective subcarriers [15]. In this way, the OFDM modulation technique is able to handle the phenomena of multipath propagation more effectively than single-subcarrier methods.

IV. METHODOLOGY AND DESCRIPTION OF TESTS

The tests to evaluate the performance of the BB-PLC system, when it is subject to electromagnetic interference caused by lighting devices, were performed at the Technical Lighting Laboratory of the Federal University Fluminense (LABLUX-JETIA), which is active in the lighting product certification area.

All measurements were performed in a shielded room with attenuation of radio frequencies up to 30 MHz and dimensions of 3.4 m x 5.3 m.

The BB-PLC devices used are specified with OFDM modulation technique and applied for low voltage usage. As interference sources for the tests, lighting devices were used, since such equipments work with power converters operating in frequency bands that may overlap the BB-PLC operating band.

For measuring the frequency spectrum of the lamps used as interference source and the BB-PLC system, the following equipments were used:

- Line Impedance Stabilization Network (LISN) – 9kHz-30MHz - CISPR 16 specification [16];
- Spectrum Analyzer;
- 13 bands Pre-Selector;
- 2.5 mm² copper power cables.

In the interference tests and measurements of data transmission capacity, two PLCs with the same specifications and manufacturer were used, each one connected to a notebook with GNU/Linux operational system, one operating as a client and one as a server. The LISN network was used to power the PLCs, in order to provide controlled impedance and decouple the test circuit from the supply mains.

For measurements of the maximum transmission rate achievable by the system, under the analyzed conditions, it was used the software tool iperf3, which allows the injection of data packets for the performance evaluation of data transmission networks.
Measurements of electric and magnetic field strength of samples used as sources of radiated electromagnetic interference were also performed, such as their influence on the system data transmission capacity. For these measurements, it was used a broadband non-ionizing radiation (NIR) meter, designed for measurements in the frequency range of 3 kHz to 60 GHz.

As non-controlled electromagnetic interference source, four Compact Fluorescent Lamps (CFL) and three LED Lamps with different power and operating voltage were used, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Lamps used as Electromagnetic Interference Source.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Code</th>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Power (W)</th>
<th>Voltage (V)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AM01</td>
<td>LED</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bivolt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM02</td>
<td>LED</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Bivolt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM03</td>
<td>LED</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>Bivolt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM04</td>
<td>CFL</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM05</td>
<td>CFL</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM06</td>
<td>CFL</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM07</td>
<td>CFL</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Samples Set</td>
<td>LED and CFL</td>
<td>155.5</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Samples Set</td>
<td>LED and CFL</td>
<td>155.5</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors, (2020).

Of these selected interference sources, two are LED lamps complying with the Brazilian electromagnetic compatibility specifications, according to CISPR 15 [17], one is a noisy spectrum LED lamp that exceeds the limits of electromagnetic disturbances acceptable by Brazilian regulations and the last four are noisy spectrum CFLs. The noisy spectrum samples were selected in order to know the performance of the BB-PLC system under such adverse interference conditions.

The electromagnetic compatibility tests for CFLs are not mandatory in the Brazilian market, however, for this study, measurements were performed on the CFLs samples used as interference sources and compared to the limits of the CISPR 15 standard. As result of such tests, the CFLs presented a noisy characteristic spectrum, thus not meeting the standard specifications.

The less noisy lamps, in accordance with CISPR 15 standard, are the samples coded as AM02 and AM03. The LED lamp coded as AM01 and all used CFLs, are samples with noisy characteristic spectrum in the frequency range of 9 kHz to 30 MHz, thus not complying with the limits established by such standard.

The last two interference sources presented in Table 1 as “Set of 6 Samples”, comprise two groups of 6 lamps, containing CFLs and LEDs, the first group operating at the voltage of 127V and the second group at the voltage of 220 V. Such interference sources were inserted in parallel in the PLCs power circuit to analyze the effects of the electromagnetic interference caused by the set on the system data transmission.

As mentioned before, LED lamps and CFLs, have typical operation frequency range overlapping the PLCs band. Since they emit conducted electromagnetic interference in the band of 9 kHz to 30 MHz (band with specified interference limits [17]), and the used PLCs operate at the frequency range of 2 MHz to 30 MHz.

Figure 1 shows the frequency spectrum of the BB-PLC system used and the Quasi-Peak (QP) and Average (AV) limits specified by the CISPR 15 standard [17] for lighting devices, to which only AM02 and AM03 interference sources comply. The peak values of three samples frequency spectrum are also presented in Figure 1, which are: the sample peak value with the highest noise level among those used (AM01-blue line) and the peak values of the models samples most commonly used in homes, where, one is of LED technology (AM02-purple line) and another is of CFL technology (AM06-green line).

The data rate measurements for performance analysis of the BB-PLC system, when subject to electromagnetic interference caused by lighting technologies, were performed considering two different forms of interference, the form conducted by the mains terminals and radiated in order to generate electric and magnetic field, as discussed in the sub-items below.

### IV.1 MAINS TERMINALS ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE

For measurement of the BB-PLC system performance, when subject to conducted electromagnetic interference, three different scenarios were considered, where the length of power cables between PLCs and interference source and the connection manner were modified. In both measurement scenarios the LISN network powering the used devices and the same samples as sources of electromagnetic interference were used. The connection of the PLCs and interference sources was made in the same circuit, in parallel.

The test settings were designed considering IEC CISPR 16-2-1 standard specifications [18], which determine measurement methods for conducted electromagnetic interference. Therefore, all measurements were performed inside a shielded room, on a table of non-conductive material and 80 cm high. The minimum distance of the equipment under test (PLCs) for the reference ground plane (metallic wall) was 40 cm and for the LISN network was 80 cm, according to [18].

Once the used PLC devices are specified as bivolt and may operate at two voltage levels (127 V and 220 V), the measurements of the system data transmission rate, when influenced by conducted electromagnetic interference, were performed for both system operating voltages.

It was established a data transmission time of 120 seconds between the two PLCs and, for each of the interference sources described in Table 1, 10 measurements of the data rates were performed for subsequent determination of the mean value among them, in order to obtain a better confidence level in results.

Figure 2 shows the schematic with the scenario 1 test setup. In this scenario, it was considered 80 cm for the cable length between the PLCs and the connection point of the interference source. It was also used an 80 cm length cable to energize the...
interference source, in order to mitigate possible influences of radiated disturbances in data transmission, since this scenario aims to analyze the influence of conducted interferences. Such configuration of the interference source power cable was also maintained for scenario 2.

Figure 2: Measurement of the influence of conducted electromagnetic interference on the BB-PLC system performance – Scenario 1.
Source: Authors, (2020).

The second scenario adopted for analysis of the BB-PLC system performance is represented by the scheme of Figure 3. In this scenario, the length of the power cables between the PLCs and the connection point of the interference source was reduced to 40 cm, aiming to know the cable influence on the system data transmission rate.

Figure 3: Measurement of the influence of conducted electromagnetic interference on the BB-PLC system performance – Scenario 2.
Source: Authors, (2020).

The scenario 3, represented by the scheme of Figure 4, comprises the measurements performed for the system where the PLCs and the interference source are connected directly to the LISN by 80 cm length cables. The devices were arranged in order to keep a distance of 40 cm from each other.

Figure 4: Measurement of the influence of conducted electromagnetic interference on the BB-PLC system performance – Scenario.
Source: Authors, (2020).

IV.2 RADIATED ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE

In order to know also the influence of the radiated electromagnetic interference in the data transmission through power grids, using a BB-PLC system, measurements of the data transmission rate when influenced by electric (E) and magnetic (H) field generated by LED lamps and CFLs, were performed. In the tests the PLCs devices were connected in a different circuit from the interference source, in order to eliminate the influence of the electromagnetic interference conducted by the mains terminals. In this way, the PLCs were energized through the LISN, while the interference source was connected to a second supply circuit.

As non-controlled interference source, the lamps coded as AM01, AM02, AM05 and AM07 in Table1I were used.

Initially, measurements of the electric and magnetic field strength generated by the interference sources were performed, using a NIR meter. The measuring equipment was positioned 20 cm distant from the interference source and, the measurement time was established in 6 minutes, considering, for the final analyses, the mean value of the measurements performed in this time interval. The measured values of the field strength generated by the used samples and by the PLCs are presented in Table 2.

Table 2: Electric and Magnetic Field Strength generated by devices used for Radiated Electromagnetic Interference Tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>E (V/m)</th>
<th>H (A/m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLCs</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.0075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM01</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.0079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM02</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.0084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM05</td>
<td>20.17</td>
<td>0.0086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM07</td>
<td>6.78</td>
<td>0.0088</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors, (2020).

It is possible to note that the CFLs (AM05 and AM07) are the ones with higher electric field strength. Based on a study already performed in [19], such behavior was expected for this lighting technology.

For measurements of data transmission rate under the influence of radiated electromagnetic interference, transmission time of 3 minutes was established. The measurements were performed considering two scenarios, where the distance between the interference source and the PLCs was modified. In the first scenario, a distance of 1 m was considered between the interference source and each of the PLCs, as shown in Figure 5; in the second scenario, this distance was reduced to 50 cm, as presented in Figure 6.

Figure 5: Measurement of the influence of radiated electromagnetic interference on the BB-PLC system performance – Scenario 1.
Source: Authors, (2020).
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, results and discussions are presented, in order to analyze the performance of the BB-PLC system for each of the interference forms and scenarios discussed in this study.

V.1 BB-PLC SYSTEM PERFORMANCE WHEN SUBJECT TO CONDUCTED ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE CAUSED BY LIGHTING TECHNOLOGIES

Figures 7 and 8 present the results obtained for measurements of data transmission rate, when the BB-PLC system is subject to mains terminal electromagnetic interference caused by lighting devices.

Figure 7 shows the results for the system operating at the voltage of 127 V, with the bivolt samples and those operating only at 127 V (AM04 and AM06). Figure 8 shows the results for the system operating at the voltage of 220 V, with the bivolt samples and those operating only at 220 V (AM05 and AM07).

It is possible to observe by analyzing the graphs that the data transmission rate variation among the different scenarios is small for both analyzed voltage levels. The largest results difference among scenarios was found for insertion of the interference source AM04, in the 127 V voltage level, between scenarios 1 and 3, corresponding to 18%, calculated relative to the maximum transmission rate value, measured for the BB-PLC system transmitting data without the insertion of an interference source. The other variations of the transmission rates among the scenarios were lower than 11%, for both voltage levels.

The interference source that most affected the data transmission rate of the BB-PLC system was the AM01 source, for the system operating at 127 V, in the second scenario. Such interference source caused a transmission rate reduction of 53%, due to conducted electromagnetic interference.

V.2 BB-PLC SYSTEM PERFORMANCE WHEN SUBJECT TO RADIATED ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE CAUSED BY LIGHTING TECHNOLOGIES

Figure 9 shows the results of the data transmission rate obtained for the BB-PLC system, when operating under influence of radiated electromagnetic interference caused by LED and CFL lamps technologies.
It is possible to observe by analyzing the graph presented in Figure 9 that the data transmission rate variation among the analyzed scenarios of radiated electromagnetic interference conditions, when existing, is small, occurring only in two occasions: insertion of the interference source AM01 and the interference source AM05; where, 0.43% and 0.11% are the variation values for each occasion, respectively, calculated relative to the maximum transmission rate value that was measured for the system operating without insertion of interference source.

It is possible to note also that the radiated electromagnetic interference, caused by the used lighting devices, does not interfere significantly in data transmission of the BB-PLC system, which maintained its transmission rate around 90 Mbits/sec, even when approximating the radiated interference sources in scenario 2.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This work presented a series of tests performed in order to evaluate the BB-PLC system performance, when it is subject to adverse conditions of electromagnetic interference present in the data transmission channels in power distribution networks.

Electromagnetic interference conducted by the mains terminal and radiated electromagnetic interference were considered in this study. As interference sources, CFLs and LED lamps were used, once these devices emit noise in a frequency range that overlaps the transmission band of BB-PLC systems, besides being equipment with possibility of operation in the same circuit and environment of such system.

In the analyzed data transmission system, two PLCs devices of the same manufacturer and specifications were used. Such PLCs use OFDM signal modulation technology and are designed for use in low voltage.

The analyzed BB-PLC system presented good performance when subject to radiated electromagnetic interference caused by the used lamps technologies; however, it showed considerable sensitivity to conducted electromagnetic interferences caused by such devices in the mains terminals, since, a reduction of up to 53% in data transmission rate could be found for insertion of this interference form.

By analyzing the different scenarios discussed, it is also possible to conclude that the BB-PLC system suffers small variation with the length of the power cable between the two PLCs devices, and presented a low oscillation in the data transmission rate among the scenarios discussed.

As mentioned in item I of this work, data transmission technology through power grids is promising for both telecommunication and electric power systems, due to its applicability, among others, to smart grids. Therefore, it is pertinent to dedicate attention to topics involving existing limitations for such technology, in order to mitigate obstacles to its advancement.

Limitations of the BB-PLC system involving electromagnetic interference may be moderated by measures to be adopted in the transmission channels, the power grids, through filter application, for example; or by adopting improvements in the PLC technology, which may be done through the implementation of bit allocation algorithms aiming the maximization of data transmission rate, considering transmission channels with noisy characteristic spectrum and low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

Algorithms that provide adaptive modulation according to the transmission channel conditions, in order to maximize the reachable margin and/or data rate, have been proposed by several researchers in the last decades [20]–[31], and may represent a promising technique to implement improvements in data transmission technology through power distribution networks.
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